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The operator Expergreen S.r.l. is controlled by Suolo e Salute for crop production and preparation activities 

for the fruit supply chain with the code IT BIO 004 54110. 

Following up on the Rapid Report referred to in Ofis Notification INEU_149_2022 (ITA ref. nr. 766_ 

INEU_149_2022) dated 15 March 2022, the following is represented. 

On 11/11/2022, we received communication from CCPB, the supplier’s control body of organic almonds DI 

SANO GROUP SRL, informing us of the closure of the investigation on the batch subject to the report, in 

particular, by prot. no. CA/NC 8901 dated 10/11/2022, the organic indications suppression of organic whole 

almonds caliber 34/36, batch 20294MNB, sold to the operator EXPERGREEN SRL with d.d.t. n. 706/2020/00 

dated 20.10.2020, is adopted. 

Given the above, the certification committee of the undersigned Inspection Body, issued an order to 

suppress the organic indications of the organic almonds belonging to batch No. 20294MNB and used to 

constitute the following sales lots. 

The verifications carried out showed that the almonds belonging to batch No. 20294MNB of 24,000.00 

kilograms were used to constitute the following lots of almonds and sold to operators as follows: 

- Batch n. E301-02 - 4.500 kg - invoice VEN/2100069 on the 28.10.2020 to Biokorntakt Vertriebs 

GmbH Gradestaße, 94 - 12347 – Berlin, Germany; 

- Batch n. E295-05 - 1.500 kg - invoice VEN/2100075 on the 30.10.2020 to Bio Planet S.A. Wilkowa 

Wies 7-05-084 – Leszno, Poland; 

- Batch n. E303-03 – 2.200 kg - invoice VEN/2100087 on the 06.11.2020 to Confiserie Adam Rue De 

La Gare 42 - 68420 Herrlisheim- Près- Colmar, France; 

- Lotto n. E304-03 - 2.250 kg - invoice VEN/2100089 on the 09.11.2020 to Midsona DK, Midsona 

Group Klostermarken 20 – 9550 Mariager, Denmark; 

- Batch n. E307-01 - 3.000 kg - invoice VEN/21000106 on the 18.11.2020 to IDorganics Ronde Tocht, 

20 1507 – Zaandam, the Netherlands; 

- Batch n. E322-01 - 7.973 kg - invoice VEN/21000118 on the 24.11.2020 to Hispania Organic 

Company SL C/Don Benito 2 – 06498 Lobn, Spain; 

- Batch n. E328-01 - 4.000 kg - invoice VEN/2100121 on the 25.11.2020 to Axe Fruit Bionadis SPRL 

Chausée de Nivone 471 Bruxelles, Belgium; 

- Batch n. E351-01 - 750 kg - invoice VEN/2100189 on the 05.01.2021 to Bio Planet S.A. Wilkowa 

Wies 7 05 -084 - Leszno Poland. 

In accordance with the current regulation, this Inspection Body adopted a measure of organic indications 

suppression regarding the above-mentioned batches of almonds marketed by the operator EXPERGREN SRL 

as per the relevant transaction documents. 


